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  THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE CATALYTIC ACTION OF 

                 COLLOIDS. 11. 

     The Effect of Temperature and Heat Treatment of Platinum Sol 

            upon the Catalytic Decomposition of Hydrogen 

                 Peroxide by Colloidal Platinum. 

                           By Ei)1 SUITO. 

    In order to elucidate the mechanism of the nmicroheterogeneous catalysis, the 

catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by colloidal platinum was kinetically 

studied by the method of thermal analysis of reaction velocity as one of the most 

fundamentally simple instances. In the first paper" of this series it was reported 

that the reaction proceeds in two stages : tin' irsitial stage, which is the special 

part noticed at the beginning of the reaction, and the later stage, which is the main 

part of the reaction and is rightly of the first order. In that investigation, the 
influence of the concentrations of platinum so]' and hydrogen peroxide solution 

was mainly studied. In the present investigation, the activation energy for this 

reaction was measured tinder varying reaction temperatures, and the cause of the 

initial stage was studied by examining how the reaction type varied in the case 

of the sol preliminarily heated, boiled or frozen. 

                           Experimental. 

    'L'/ie platinum sop used in the present experiment was prepared by Bredi, s electric 
dispersion method (40 volts, 6 atop.. D. C.) as in the previous research.') As the catalytic 

activity of such a sop increases with aging,') the sol, whose activity got fixed after several 

months since itss preparation, was used; its concentration was about to °g.-atom/litre. The 

hydrogen peroxide solution used was Merck's PencYdrol diluted to 0.058 g.-roof./litre. All the 

water used was conductivity water redistilled from alkaline permanganate solution, using a 

Pyrex condenser. All the vessels used were made of ' Telex glass' and were steamed out. 
    The apparatus and procedure were almost similar to those in the previous report.') 

Namely, the reaction started at the time when 5o c.c. or platinum sot was nixed with 5o c.c. 

of hydrogen peroxide solution in a glass calorimeter (a Dewar vessel) dipped in a thermostat. 

The temperature rise, iT, in the reaction system by the heat generated by the catalytic 

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide was measured with time, t, by means of Becknaun's thernmo-

     1) E. Suito, This journal, 13, 74 (1939).

1 (1941)
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                                   Q d (viz., the reaction velocity, dx                                                                           dt , as meter. From the dT-t curve thus obtained, dx 
Q and (T' are constants) is obtained according to the theoretical equation of thermal analysis 

           dT+li (dT-r)= Q • d"' (t) 
             dt' GV dt 

where dt is the temperature change in the reaction system, K is the cooling constant, r is 
the correction term, Q is the reaction heat and IV is the water equivalent of the reaction 

system. As the main part of the reaction is of the first order, the reaction velocity constant, 

X-,, is also obtained from the slope of the straight part of the log j dt -t curve. 
    The cooling constant K, the correction term r, and the water equivalent W of the 

apparatus used were measured at various teumperatures, and their mean values are tabulated in 

Table I. 

                              Table I.

Temp. K r {v

(°C) (min,-') (°C) (ohm) (cal-)

25 0.0134 +0.020 0.484 119.2

30 0.0140 +0.018 04911 119,4

35 0.0148 +0.014 0.503 119.9

40 0.0156 +0.010 0.512 120.1

45 0.0164 +0.o06 0.522 119.9

So 0.0172 +0.002 0.531 119.7

55 0.0178 -0 .002 0.540 120.4

60 0.0182 -0 .005 0.550 119.4

mean 119.7

        r denotes the resistance of the platinum wire of the heater necessary to calculate If; Its 
change with temperatures is shown here. -

From the table it is seen that the cooling constant K increases with rising temperature and 

that its temperature coefficient agrees well with the theoretical value 2) if the cooling of such 

a Dewar vessel with no silver plating as used for the present experiment is assumed to depend 

mainly on radiation. The correction term r decreases with rising temperature, and this is 

considered to be caused by the difference between the temperature of the reaction system and 

room temperature. It is natural that the water equivalent TV does not vary with temperature ; 

the mean value is found to be 119.7 cal. 

                   Results and their Considerations. 

(1) The Effect of Temperature on the Reaction. 

    Experiments were carried out under such a condition as the initial concent-

    z) Unpublished.
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ration of hydrogen peroxide was 0.029 g.-mol./litre, the concentration of platinum 
sol (No. 4) was 4 x Io-a g.-atom/litre and the temperatures of the reaction system, 

i.e. those of the thermostat,- were 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50. 55 and 6o° -C. The 
curve obtained by plotting JT for t is shown in Fig. I. From this curve, accord-

ing to the method of thermal analysis, the log dt -t curve was obtained 
and is shown in Fig. z.
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Table II, while the initial reaction velocity, (Q . d increases as shown in 
the fourth column. At 60° C., however, both the cases are reversed. The 

later stage which is the main part of the reaction is exactly linear and namely of 

first order below 450 C. At 50° C. the final part of the curve deviates from the 

straight line. At 55°C. the whole part of the curve bends upwards, that is, the 

reaction becomes slower as they proceed, deviating from the first order. At 6o°C. 

this bending is more remarkable. The value of k„ the constant of the first order 

reaction velocity, obtained from the slope of the straight line is given in the fifth 

                             Table II. 

       Initial cone. of ILO.,: o.ozgg: moL/lilre, Conc. of Pt-sol (No. 4): 4x lo'g: ah)m/litre.
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column of Table II and the relation between 

its logarithm and the temperature ( , T 

the reciprocal of the absolute temperature) 

is drawn as Curve A in Fig. 3. As to the 

reactions at 5o, 55 and Co°C., the value is 

obtained from the tangent at the initial part 

of the curve for the later stage of the reac-

tion. At these high temperatures the 

thermal decomposition of hydrogen peroxide 

is also increased, but it is negligible be-

cause it merely amounts to a few hundredths 

of the catalytic decomposition. The rela-

tion between the initial reaction velocity 
  O d.r and b is quite the same as  1'117 dt )int. T 
 in Fig. 3.
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    From Arrhenius' equation : 

                 k=Ze x'87 or In "' =ER T--T' 

the apparent activation energy, E, was calculated and is given. in the sixth column 

of Table 11. The value obtained by Bredig and his collaborators" is 11,700 cal. 

and this corresponds to E nearly at 3o°C. From the fact that the temperature 

coefficient of this reaction is large, it has been admitted that the reaction velocity 

is determined not by the diffusion process of the reacting molecules but by the 

reaction itself. This idea is also confirmed by the fact that there is an optimum 

temperature for the reaction. 

    In another experiment made by using platinum sol whose concentration was 

twice as high (8x to "g.-atom/litre). the same results were obtained, as given in 

Table III and Curve B in Fig. 3. 

                                 'T'able 111. 
      Initial o.nc. of ILO..: 0.029g. moLJlitre, Conc. of Pt-sol (No. 4); 8 x ro--"g: atom/litre.

1 (1941)

Exp. No.
TOmp.
(°C)

a

(min.)
e -t-)Wt.IV

9 25 8 0.0300 0.083

10 30 0.0473 0.115

II 35 ooG59 0.150

12 45 1.5 0.0959 0.210

13 50 0.1100 0.253

14 G0 0,08,0 (0.191)

    (2) On the Oceprrence of the Maximum Velocity. 

    It is very interesting to note that, as above mentioned, there exists the 
maximum reaction velocity at sonic temperature, because. such a phenomenon was 

found for the first time in colloidal catalysis. 
   The enzyme reaction has generally an optimum velocity even at a low 
temperature (4o-5o°C.), and this is considered to be due to the deactivation of 

enzyme by heat. The present case may he also caused by the deactivation of 

colloidal Pt catalyst by sintering. Then the fact that the reactions at 55 and 6o°C. 

proceed slowing down, deviating from the first order, must be explained by the 
assumption that the deactivation of Pt-catalyst is taking place (luring the course 

of the reaction. For instance, in the reaction at 6o°C. (Exp. No. 8) the velocity 

    3) G. Bredig and R. MM. von Berneck, Z. Ohysik. Chen,., 31, 259 (1899).
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alytical method, the types of the 

reactions at 55 and 6o°C., whose log 

Q dx-t curves are not of the first 
W dt 
order. In the kinetic study of catalysis, 

the catalytic mechanism has already 

been elucidated in the author's labora-

tory4t by knowing the relation between 
 Y and the apparent unimolecular 
t 

constant k„= In a where a is 
            t a-x 

the initial concentration of the reactant 

and x is the concentration after a time, 

t. later." This relation obtained about 

Esp. Nos. 1-S is shown in Fig. 4. 

The curves for 25, 30• 35, 4o and 

45°C. are exactly perpendicular, but 
their initial parts slightly bend. In 

other words, the main part of each

6 E. SIRTO Vol. XV 

constants k, calculated from the tangents of the curve corresponding to 5 minutes 
and 5o minutes were o.ogg and o.ot8 respectively and their ratio was about 5 : 1. 
As in every experiment the reactants were left to stand in the thermostat for 

about i hour before the start of the reaction to have the thermal equilibrium of 

the reaction system, this ratio must show the ratio of the activities of sols which 
were heated at 6o°C. for about i hour and 1& hours respectively. But, in 

practice, the activity of sol hardly varies even if it is preliminarily heated for 2-3 
hours at 6o°C. as shown in Exp. No. 15, 16 and 17 (cf. next Section). Con-

sequently some other cause than the deactivation of catalyst must be considered. 
    Let us examine, by another an-
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4) S. I(nrnm and T. Ri, This journal, 4, 123 (19,30); K. Kiya:na, ibid., 13, 129 (1939); K. Seya, 

ibid., 13, 137 (1939) etc. 

     5) In the thermn-analytical nrellual, the way of calculating x is a (allows: 
    Integrate the equation of the thermal analysis; eq. (1), (rain t=o to t=t, and this becomes 

        ~u dT+.1 So 12"- dt-1K- e= 12 ~a dx 
            •'. s= C(J T),+h S-r.('• t} 

Iicrc, S= 
         u JT•dt and its value 6 obtained by the graphical integration of the JT-t curve. (JT), 

, is tile temperature difference at a time I. Q=23.9 cal. (the value obtained in the first report), and A r 
and IV are given in Table 1. From these values, (lie, value of x can be calculated.
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reaction is of the first order and at its initial part seems to be of the zero order. 

This agrees quite well with the result obtained in the log 3 . J7 -t relation 
(Fig. 2.), and k,„ being constant, the value given in the last column of Table 11 

fairly agrees with kn, The curves for 55 and 6o°C. are quite different from those 

below 45°C.: the main part of each reaction proceeds in the retarded type and 

at the end it changes from the first order into the zero order. The curve for 

5o°C. is of the intermediate type between the above two. 

    Thus, be/ow the temperature for the maximum velocity, the main part of the 

reaction is of the first order with a positive temperature coefficient, but above that 

temperature it belongs to the retarded type with a negative temperature co-

efficient. 

    Generally, the catalytic reaction with a maximum activity has been found in 

the catalytic hydrogenation of unsaturated compounds, such as ethylene on a 

nickel catalyst in the case of the gas phase") and crotonic acid and maleic acid 

in the acetic acid solution with a platinum black catalyst in the case of the liquid 

phase". This is explained by the reason that the decrease of the concentration 
of the reacting substance adsorbed, such as ethylene, with the rise of temperature 

overcomes the acceleration of the reaction velocity. The reaction is the 

bimolecular reaction of C.a-I, and H... and its retardation is caused by the strong 
adsorption of C.H,. The present reaction is the monomolecular decomposition 

reaction of 11.0. and generates 11,0 and 0, as reaction products. As the reaction 

occurs in aqueous solution. the adsorption of 11.0 on catalyst may be negligibly 

small. Supposing that the adsorption of the other reaction product, 0.,, is very 

strong at bigk tennperature, it may be considered that the adsorption of H.O, 

rapidly decreases and becomes a controlling factor. Accordingly, the absolute 

value of the negative temperature coefficient of the concentration of 1 1.0, adsorbed 

becomes larger than that (positive value) of the true velocity constant, so that the 

apparent temperature coefficient of the reaction becomes negative. On the other 

hand, below the temperature for the maximum velocity the former is very small 

and less than the latter, and there is a positive temperature coefficient. Moreover, 

the experimental fact that the retarded type appears at higher temperatures than 

that corresponding with the maximum velocity is well explained as being naturally 

caused by the strong adsorption of 0... For a supposed strong adsorption of O, on 

    6) IL zur Strassen, %. Ahy ik. Chem., A 169, 8t (1934): O. Toyama, This journal, 14, 94 (1940)-
    7) 8. B. Masaed and C, It. Moon, J. Chem. Soc., r9° (1935).
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Pt at high temperature, however, there is no evidence. It may be rather appropriate 
to consider that nascent oxygen generated by decomposition acts on the active 

center of Pt-catalyst. Even by such an inference the same result is obtained. 
    In short, the cause of both the retarded type and the negative temperature 

coefficient at high temperature is regarded as the retardation of the decomposition 
reaction by the action of oxygen generated by the reaction on the catalyst surface 

rather than as the deactivation by sintering of the colloidal catalyst surface by 

heat. 

   (3) The Reaction with Heated Sol. ' 

   The question how far the activity of platinum sot varied when the so] was 

heated previous to the reaction was examined. Platinum sols (No. 4), the same 

ones as in the previous experiment, were heated for 2 hours at 45, 60, 3o and 

95°C. respectively., Experiments were carried out at the reaction temperature 
3o°C., and the result obtained is given in Fig. 5 and Table IV. The sols heated

dl~~
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                            Fig. 5. The reactions with the heated wt. 

at 45 and ho°C. show very little decrease in activity. (The sot heated at 6O°C. 

for 3 hours shows the same activity as that heated for 2 hours.) The activity of 

the sot heated at 8o°C. fairly decreases. The activity at 9o°C. is below the half 

of that of the sol not heated. These reaction types show the characteristic curve 

similar to that of the sot not heated and the duration of their initial stages, a, 

hardly varies.
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          Table IV. 

Initial mnc. of ItO,: 0.oaq g.-mol./Iitre. 
Cone. of Pt-sol (No. 4); 9 x row g: alom/litrc. 
Temperature : 3o-C.

Exp. No.
Temp. of heat

Treatment a Q dx

/mL
k,

(°C) (nib.) IY d!

15 (standard) 2 0.0700 0.180

16 45 2 0.0620 0.160

17 6O 2 a.o6oo 0.159

Is So 2 on568 0.140

19 95 2 0.0340 0.071

    Maxtcd and Moon" reported that, when a Pt-black catalyst was heated at 

250-400°C., its activity in the hydrogen peroxide decomposition decreased to 
z3-a.6%, and that the activation energy of the reaction did not vary even by 

such a sintered catalyst. In the study of hydrogen overvultage of platinized-I'l 

electrode, Frumkin and Slygin°j also observed sintering on the electrode surface 

by heating the electrode at 4o-3oo°C. for 2 hours in hydrogen gas ; even at so 
low a temperature as 4o°C. the sintering was somewhat recognizable, and at 60°C. 

it was fairly remarkable, and at 3oo°C. the activity became I/3o. These are the 

instances of macroheterogeneous catalysis in liquid. Even in such a microhetero-

geneous catalysis as the present experiment, the decrease in activity by heating is 

properly considered to be due to the sintering on the surface of colloidal particles 
rather than to the growth of colloidal particles, that is, the decrease in the degree 

of their dispersion. This is clear from the fact that the sol does not coagulate 
and apparently shows no variation by heating. 

   (4) The Reaction with Boiled Sol. 
    The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide observed with platinum so] which 

was once boiled was of a different reaction type. The initial stage usually seen 

in the relation of log =~ . dL -1 disappeared and an exactly straight line was 
obtained as shown in Fig. 6. This means that the reaction proceeds exactly in 

the first order from beginning to end."Let us call such a type 'the linear type' 

     8) E. B. Maxted and C. If. Moon, J. Chem. SOC., 393 (1935). 
     9) A. Frumkin and A. Slygin, Ada Physiradrim. U. R. S S, 5, 828 (1936). 

     Io) In the log Q . 'is -f relation, when the reaction is of the first order, the intersection of 
the straight line with the ordinate denotes log Qtv (see first report, p. 77), and from this value the 
reaction heat, Q, can be calculated. The values of Q thus obtained were equal to 23.9 Cal. per g: mot. 
obtained in the first report.
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(Exp. No. 21). The sol was stable for boiling, apparently showing neither varia-
tion nor coagulation. However, on further boiling the activity decreased again 

and the sol coagulated (Exp. No. 23). The reason why the initial stage dis-

appears and the activity is increased by boiling will be explained later. The 

decrease in activity by long boiling will be ascribed to the growth of colloidal 

particles. A close examination tinder an ultramicroscope shows that in the sots 

boiled either for to minutes or for i hour the degree of dispersion was hardly 

varied, but that in the sot boiled for 4 hours it was reduced to about a half.
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concentrated KOI1 solution 

reaction was found to be of ' 

type ' (Exp. No. 26, 29 and 
to poisoning caused by the impurities 

    An experiment was made with 

the solution remaining after the reac-
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to react, the concentration of which 
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result obtained was that the sop 
belonging to ' the standard type ' 
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(Exp. No. 32) and the sol belonging 
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shown in Fig. 9. Front these facts 
it is inferred that at such a low 

temperature (25°C.) no variation cat 
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   (6) On the Initial Part of the Reaction:* 

    The initial stage noticed in the standard type reaction, that is, the reaction 

with ordinary sols which are not previously treated, disappears when the sols are 

boiled or frozen, but it does not disappear when they are merely heated or cooled. 
It is natural that oxygen gas dissolved in the solution is expelled by boiling; the 
expulsion by freezing has been mentioned above. From these facts the initial 

stage seems to be attributable to the oxygen present in such a liquid ; but it is 

not really so because the initial stage does not appear again even when oxygen gas 

is bubbled through the sol subjected to boiling or freezing and also because the 
initial stage does not disappear in the reaction with the sol boiled at a low tem-

perature under reduced pressure (ca 3o°C., 20111111119).") However, the cause 
seems to be something related to oxygen. 

    Pennycuick"' and Pauli'") investigated into Bredig's platinum sop in detail. 

Both of them regard colloidal particles not as pure platinum but as platinum partly 
oxidized. Pennycuick regards the component of sop as [3.9 Pt • 1.16 Pt O.-1.o H, 

Pt(OH)a]n and maintains the existence of hexahydroxyplatinic acid as the surface 

ionogen. Pauli declares the existence of bivalent platinum oxide, PtO, and con-
siders it to be reactive. Pennycuick found, from the measurement of conductivity of 

sop, that hexa acid combining with platinum micelle gradually leaves into intermicellar 

liquid as free electrolyte by boiling. Bach and his collaborators'"' are studying the 
structure of the electrically dispersed sol, preparing hydrogen-platinum and oxygen-

platinum sols and measuring their conductivity, eataphoretic velocity, etc. They treat 
each colloidal particle as a small gas electrode because platinum sol and-platinum 
electrode resemble each other in the state of electric charge and adsorption ability. 

They also coagulated the sol by freezing and measured its conductivity before and 
after the coagulation. In hydrogen platinum sop the conductivity of the original 

sop increases with the increase in concentration of sol, but that of the frozen sol

1 (1941)

     12) In the first report (Ref. 1, page 85) it was made out from the three points that `the initial 

part' is ascribed not to the errors of the apparatus but to the reaction itself. This is justified by the 
fact that the initial part sometimes appears, sometimes disappears in the same apparatus as in the present 
experiment. (Especially, compare Exp. No. 15 with Exp. No. z3 in Fig. 6.) 

    13) Unpublished data. 
     14) S. W. Pennycuick, J. Chem. Sac., 2600 (tS27), 551, 2108 (1928), 618, 623 (1929), 1447 (1930): 

AWL Z„ 49, 407 (1929% 54, 21 (1930); J. Ant. Chem. Sac, 52, 4621 (1930), 61, 2234 (1939). 
     15) W. I'auli u. '1'. Schild, ASU. Z., 72, 165 (1935); W. I'auli u. A. Baczewaki, :llenn(ah. Chem., 

69, 204 (1936) -
     16) N. Bach u. N. Balaschowa, eleta Physicocliar. U. H. S. S., 3, 79 (1935): N. Baclt and A. Rakow, 

ibid., 7, 85 (1937); N. Balaschowa and N. Bach, ibid., 7, 899 (1937); A. Zitnin and N. Bach, ibid., 11, 
1 (1939)•
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becomes constant, independent of the concentration of so]. The difference of both 
conductivities corresponds to the colloid's own conductivity and the liquid obtained 

by remelting the frozen sot is exactly the same as the intermicellar liquid. 
Accordingly, hydrogen sot consists merely of platinum particles and hydrogen ion 
atmosphere. In oxygen sot, however, the difference between the frozen sot 

(coagulated sot) and the original sot, which is constant with respect to every sot 
concentration, is caused not by the conductivity of colloid itself, but by the ex-

istence of some other electrolyte. Though it is uncertain whether this electrolyte 

is such soluble platinum oxide as Pennycuick and Pauli presume, or the impurities 

contained in platinum, oxygen sot is not so simply constructed as hydrogen sot. 
Besides, air so] is similar to oxygen sot. 

   Thus, platinum sot is generally admitted to be a kind of acidoid sot. It is, 
therefore, certain from the experimental results above mentioned that, in the air sot 

used in the present experiment, an electrolyte is combined with the colloidal surface, 
forming an electrical double layer, and it leaves into the intermicellar liquid by boiling 

or freezing. It also seems probable that oxygen combines with a part of colloid 
surface and forms oxide film, either PtO_'or PtO. Accordingly, let us suppose that by 

boiling or freezing treatment the surface ionogen is desorbed and at the same time 
the combining oxygen also becomes free, being influenced by the expulsion of 

oxygen in liquid as already mentioned. The increase in activity by boiling men-

tioned in Section (4) is well explained by the removal of surface oxygen which 

is considered to retard such a reaction (see Section (2)). The decrease in activity 
by too long boiling has been observed to be due to the growth of colloidal particles, 

and in fact it is also well explained by the progress of crystallization caused by 

the desorption of surface ionogen. 

    Then the retardation of reaction recognized in the. initial part of the standard 
type reaction should be ascribed to such combined oxygen and surface ionogen. 

This agrees with the fact, which will be reported in another paper, that the initial 

stage appears distinctly in the case of oxygen sot prepared in the atmosphere of 
oxygen, but that it does not exist in hydrogen sot prepared in hydrogen. Why, 

then. does the initial stage appear only in the presence of combined oxygen and 
surface ionogen ? This question will be discussed some time in future. It is 

interesting to note that the structure of the colloid surface is closely related to 
the reaction. Elucidation of the structure leads to that of the mechanism of such 

colloidal catalysis and hence all the mechanisms of heterogeneous catalysis in 

solution will he made clear.

941)(11
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                        Summary. 

    (t) By the thermo-analytical method of reaction velocity, the catalytic decom-
position of hydrogen peroxide by platinum sol has been treasured at various 
temperatures (25, 30, 35,......60°C.). The optimum temperature is recognized to 
be about WC. Above this temperature the reaction is not of the first order but 
of the retarded type. 

   (2) The surface of platinum colloid is sintered by heat treatment and its 
catalytic activity decreases. 

   (3) The sol is stable for boiling and its activity increases. But it is unstable 
for freezing and coagulates instantly, and its activity falls. 

   (4) In the reaction with the sot once boiled or frozen, the retardation at the 
initial stage is not observed and the whole reaction is exactly of the first order. 

The cause of the initial stage is discussed from the consideration of the structure 

of the sol. 

    In conclusion, the author has great pleasure in expressing his sincere thanks 
to Professor S. I-Ioriba for his valuable guidance during the course of this research. 

     This paper was presented to the Committee of Catalysis of the Japan Society for the Promotion of 
Scientific Research. 

           't'he Lab°ratory of Phyaieut Chemistry, 
               Kyoto Imperial University. 
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                 ERRATUM. 

       First paper of this series by Eqt Stinro, loot, XIII, p. 71 (1939)• 

         Page 83, line 15 from bottom : for Ag-sol read Au-sol.

1 (1941)




